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I. INTRODUCTION: CCISIONICATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND HEALTH CARE

If cable television is here to stay, and will in fact develop into a

widespread and sophisticated medium of communication, how will this affect

the future delivery of health services? Or, mre to the point, how can this

new communications technology be applied to improve our health services in

an optimal fashion? These are the types of general questions upmn which this

paper is predicated. They are questions which evoke uncharted territory

and which can easily exhaust the limits of analysis. More important, they

suggest a host of issues that impinge not only an the evolution of cable

television,but on our overall societal capacity to utilize technology for

the alleviation of pressing social concerns, to wit our failing health-care

system.

The proponents of cable television have argued that we are on the verge

of a communications revelation. They point to the mediures nnatiple-channel

capacity, to its enormous potential for interactive, or two-way forme of

communicat:on, and to its compatibility with other emerging communications

technologies from the portable videotape recorder to satellite relay systems.

All of these properties, they
contend, will coalesce into a new apparatus of

video and data transmission that will restructure our social, culturaloind

economic environments. Cable television, according to these projections,

will radically transform the delivery of commercial and public services; it

will satisfy the entertainment thirsts of specialized audiences; it will relieve

cur sense of isolation in the mddst of a complex, mass society.

And yet, despite the blue-sky blossoming, of public relations efforts,

the press releases,and bast' portrayals of mtopia, a substantial voiti continues

to confront our knowledge of cable television's real potential to society.

3
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It is this void that the present paper attempts to fill in relation to

health services. The paper explores how cable television and cable

communications systems can be applied in continuing medical education, in

pUblic heslth education, and in the actual delivery and administration of

health services. /t delineates both possrble and preferred directions

in the application of the technology to our health-delivery process. And it

considers same of the regulatory and organizational precepts that may

be required to implement the mediumts health-related potential.

Nonetheless, the paper as a whole is premised on the notion that

technology, particularly camonnications technology, ean be instrumental in

improving our health-care system. To this extent it coincides in attitude,

if not in purpose, with the visionary premises portrayed by the cable pro-

ponents. And communications technology is vulnerable to what might be

termed "technological eschatology," namely the implication that given

the proper technology our health problems will disappear. Obviously

they will not, but we may become better equipped to cope with a few of

them. There are concrete reasons why we should turn to communications

technology for mew approaches to some of the current dilemmas of

.manpower utilization and service delivery in the health area.

To begin on a defensive foot, there axe those who wtuld claim that

medical practice is already permeated:with technology and that still our

health-care system is breaking dawn. The difficulty with this argument is

that it fails to distinguish between specialized medical treatment and the

large-scale delivery of health services. For while it is true that nedical

"miracle" devices abaund (artificial organs, laser surgery, coronary monitoring

systems, prosthetic liMbs; the list is endless), our general health services

have remained virtually untouched by technological innovation. It is only

very recently that computerized health record', telediagnosia, or automated

multiphasic screening programa have teen conceived as valuable inventions in

1
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health-care delivery.

At the same time, it is precisely prablems of general health-care

delivery -- of preventive medicine, of routine checkups and referrals, of

chronic disease, and of community and environmental health -- that challenge

today's nedical system most severely. As New York City's Commission on the

Delivery of Personal Health Services recently stated:

Etisting facilities and institutions, in the yrivate as well
as pUblic sector, do not neet people's needs(1) for rceventive
services, particularly in the crises of maternity, infancy, and
childhool;12) for the long-term care of chronic illness, rarticularly
among the aged; and(3) for care within the communit, of the mental
and emotional disorders that so camplicate other illnesses and 1
intensify the social pathologies of alienation, vice, and crime.

The same general findings have been reflected in the products of other

health commissions and study groups. What they collectively indicate if.. that

our reedominantly hospital-centered system of medical care ia no lonser

perceived 8.5 adequate to tcday's broadening health needs. Overall, this

system has served as an effective (though expensive) purveyor of inpatien.

care. It has been an efficient repository for specialized medical technology.

But it has largely ignored vast areas of needed health services. And it is

for this reason that many in government and in the medical professions have

concluded that "nothing short of a total reconstruction" of the organization

of our nedical system is now required.
2

Notice that the cal:basis is an "reconstruction," not on more of the

same. The idea that sinparnwee practitioners, mese research, more hospital

beds, gnomes apecializedmedical technology will generate a viable heelth-

care wystem is being increasingly discarded by the nedical community as a time-

worn ransom. Instead, what is being called for is a reatructuring of existing

1. CommityRaelth Services for NewYork City, Report and Staff Studies of

the Commission on the Delivery of Personal Health Services (New York:
Praeger, 1969) p.6.

2. Ibid., p.9.



resources so that these are utilized and distributed in closer correspondence

with existing health needs- Mnch more emphasis is beginning to be placed cc

the freeing of medical practitioners from routine tasks; on the updating of

their knowledge; on the sharing of medical technology and specialists; cm

consumer accessibility to health services; on the training of community

health wurkers; and on the instruction of patients and the lay public in

preventive health and self-treatment techniques.

In this context of resource and service reorganization, technology --

especially information and communications technology -- can play an important,

even a critical role. It can and should be applied in my that will benefit

not only the acute patient or specialized practitioner but the health delivery

process in general. For example, a joint Harvard-MIT Task Group on Madical

Care Microsystems recently reported that, "cmer 25 per cent of a hospital's

budget is spent on information processing. Furtheriore, a significant and

Costly portion of the tine of the pbysician, nurse, and technical staff, is

taken up by bookkeeping activities.
.3 Clearly, this is cue area where inguTmed

information storage ald communications technology can help to reduce the

non-treatment responsibilities of medical professionals.
4

Technology alone

will not be enough. In certain instances group practice or the regionaliza-
remote-access

tion of medical services will have to be institutionalized before/information

systems became Pcratical or desirable. But the capacity of such systems to

release medical resources for primary practice should not be underemphasized.

3.. "Task Group Report cm Medical Care Microsystems," G.Octo Barnett, Chairman,
in David D. Rutstein and Murray Eden, En&theeringsnd LivingAystems: Interfaces

and Opportunities Oambridge,Mass: Press,-I970) p. ItB9. A supporting
study referred to hy the Task Group is RA. Jydstrup and X.J. Gross, "Cost of -

Information Hendling in Hospitals," Health Service Research, No.1 (Hinter 1566),

PP- 235-71.

4. Management information systems have alree4y been intranced into hcepital operatices,
but chiefly in the private sector and only in certain itncticcal areas, such as

billing, procurement,and personnel.
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Another important area where communications technology can contribute

to our health needs is in continuing health education, for both professionals

and the clients of the medical system. Television's role here is likely to

be particularly vital, since much of medical information has a visual dimension.

Techniques of self-treatment, of diagnosis, or of psyChiatric interviewing

cannot be easily transmitted by print. In addition, television can overcome

problems of literacy. These, paradoxically, beset not only the educationally

disadvantaged but, in a different way, also the physician, who must wade

through dozens of research periodicals to keep up to date with changing medical

practices; practices which could often be better demonstrated on short film

clips. Finally, new communications technology could be instrumental in relieving

many of the delays in medical testing and referral that cripple today's health

delivery process. It is this cumulation of minor annoyances (e.g. a two-.

hour wait for service, a faulty referral, a lost health record) or,

on the other hand, physical inaccessibility to health services, that is at

the heart of the medical system's inability to cope with our currently recognized

health needs. Automated screening programs and teleconsultation systems are

nascent steps toward the alleviation of some of these problems, but their

utilization is nct as yet widespread. Nor has the range of communications

technology that could be applied to overcoming problems of access, referral,

and routine checkups been fully explored.

Hocefuly, the foregoing commits have served to sketch the case that

communications technology can be a valuable ingredient of an improved health-

care delivery process. The following sections of this paPer will focus on

the specific potential that cable television brings to this proces. However,

in reading these subsequent sections, two organizational concepts should be

kept in mdnd. The first of these is that communications technology, including

cable television, is most likely to be integrated into our medical system in

a piecemeal and disjointed fashion This has been the pattern of medical
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utilisation of technology in the past, and, unless expressly-modified, vill

probably continue to be in the future. The other concept is that of compre-

hensive bsalth ocammnioations planning.
It is a coocept vith little tangible

identity, 004 'which hospitals and medical agencies are only beginning 4to

consider. Dut particularly loben taken in conjunction with emerging concepts

of how our health-care
system should be

restructured, it eerits closer examination.

There are, to be sure, some distinct advantages to an incremental pattern

of technological adoption. Discrete functional
needs, for instance, are

ideally satisfiedby a variety --frau a technical standpodnt--of commications

eystems. "In analysing infornetion
processing needs," the Harvard-KIT Task

imp bas stated, 'the east productive tactic appears to be the development

of sedulous tor specific information processing activities, allowing precioe

identification of objectives and requirements.
94 In optimal (technical)

terms, the same point could apply to a
case1s4oatiai4t.. technology like tele-

visite, where eeparete systems mould be designed for separate functions (e.g.

x*ray transmission,
data display, and telediagnosis. *weever, the incre-

mental approach is moth IWO adaptive to conventional budgetary schedule,

as mill as to user acceptance of new technology. Ht., does an administratcr

fUnd &master overhaul of ocannicatices
activities, and how does he convince

his employees that it is necessary?

Hut there are also significant disadvantages to the incremental approach.

Tammy instances,
different uses of a given technology can coexist oaths

same system, leading to long-niters cost savings and to
the development of still

more flexible, multi-purpose eystems. In relation to cable technology specifi-

cally, a piecemeal
strategy could fail to capitalise on the technologies full

potential. Per exempl , clay theme VAIRS of tbe sedinavhich are immedistely

discernable and easiest to implement (e.g. onemmity and hcas-orianted
uses) might

be tested, leaving the technology's
%Woe capacities by the wayside.

.

Motels end Wen, eigt., p. 140.

9
1
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Ay contrast, given a framework of comprehensive health communications

rooming, the impact of cable technology am the health-care process could be

very different and potentially such broader. It could be much broader particularly

if, and as, severalnewarectims in the delivery or health-care, which are

evident in an embryonic fora todgy, are pursued and integrated in the fUture.

Ama:g these are: 11) the devel.-;mt of neighbothool based modes of health-

care delivery, witheaphasis cm the preventive and rehabilitative aspecta

of medicine; PO the creation of newmedical roles ftr the paraprofessional

and other allied health persconel;(3) the affiliation of teadhing hospitals,

medical schools, and public health departments with community hospitals,

clinics and nursing homes; and(I0 the instituticnal coordination of health

services co a municipal or regional level.

These trends have arisen for a number of reasons, including ccommer

and governmental pressures as well as the medical community's own realization

that health services must be rationalized if growing and previously unmet

health needs are to be satiafimi. If pursued, their outcome will be a multi-

layered and physically.dispersed system of haalth-eare delivery, the support

of which is likely to require a communications infrastructure of unprecedented

scope aml ccaplezity. The boepdtal of tomnrrow mill not be a building but

a configuration of services. And in the words of Willoughby lath= of the

Roduaratlaritundstion, its "various levels of services will be linked through

effective treasportation and communicatim networks, which will have to be

devised; and an efficient reform:" system:rill be astablIshed.a6

It is conceivable that a multi-purpose cable commanicatims system,

adapted to interarganizational medical uses, could constitute this communica-

tions infrastructure for the fUture coordination and delivery of health services.

6. winoveabxlatboa;?Tedisselogyaailbalth;"
Metal. Feller, 101. I, lc. 5

(Jimmoxylrebruary 1971), ;459.
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Such a system.of video and data transmission, including two.wey interconnection

between health organizations, could be utilized for administrative communica-

tions, personnel training, telediagnosis, the retrieval of patient records

and lab data, the scheduling of facilities, and for other parpcses. In

comparison to the limited communications modes at the disposal of today's

health administrator, medical practitioner, or community nurse,.it could

represent a quantumbreekthrough.

However, for this vision of technological achievement to be realized,

a camprehensive planning posture toward the introduction of new camnunica-

time systems in health-care delivery will have take adopted. And cable

technology will have to be carefully assessed, along with alternative commanica,

tions systems, against numerous criteria, inclyding technical feasibility,

user.ecceptability, and economic vitbility.
:t

This paper is not intended to provide a careful cost/benefit determina-

tion of this sort. Its conclusions, based as much on leaps of the lamination

as an reasoned calculation, east remain qualified. Int, within these limits,

it attempts 14to outline possible health-related uses to which cable television

can be applied in the future. Scme of these (sections II and III) will be

more compatible with an incremental vision of cable televisicn's utility to

health services; the others (section IV) with emcee far-reaching one. In

either event, the promise of cable technology ftr health services raises a

myriad af planning and regulatory issues. These 'will be considered in the

final section of this report.

Finally, while this paper represents only a first step in evaamating

the potential of a new technology to the age-old concern of health, its

preparation has not been an exclusive toil. Numerous individuals, knowledgeable
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tr. APPLICATIONS IN CarTINUING EVOCATION, TRAMPS, AND RESEARCH
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Cable televisicn is an evolving
technology, but to date it has served

principally as a medtam for the transmissicn of video programming to the

home. And it has been a eany-to-one, rather than a switched nedima. These

are elemental but significant facts, in that they define the current operating

parameters of the technology. By doing so, they also suggest whiCh uses of

cable television are suet likely to be leplemented in the immediate future.

Those that do not fall within the parameters stand less of a chance of being

realized than those which do.

In relation to health
services, several types of uses are conceivable

which Imuld not require a substantialmodificetion of the present technolcgy.

Amcng these are continuing medical education, the training of health personnel,

aspects of medical research, and public health education. Bach of these

bealth-relatedfuncticos
could be improved through simply the programaing and

data access to
hamand/or offices that cable

television provides today or

win soon prcwide.

Take, for instance, the training and
instructional needs of a monicipal

department at public health. Currently, these are largely met either through

centralized classes involving considerable staff, facilities and transportation,

cr throughsininal on-the-job assistance and supervision. With the aid of

cable television, a more systematic and continuous training effort could be

undertaken. Instructional programing
could be piped directly toward attendants

at a general hospital, to trainees at an envirammental inapection station, or

to community wceters at neighborhood health centers. And it night cost less.

Admittedly we cannot be certain hcw effective audh televised instructice

will be. Programing ar this sort is currently umexistent, and the face-to
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face interaction that occurs in ccaventicmal training may .not be easily

duplicated, over the new technolcey. Nevertheless, closed-circuit television

has been utilized successfully for training purposes by business, the military,

and in certain municipal departments (e.g. police and. fire); and it bss found

widefqxremi acceptance in eedical and nursing education. AA improved mcdels

of televised instruction are developed, inclzsling telephone or radio feedback

systems, the impact of cable televisicm on the training prognmas of health

agencies and hospitals could be extensive.

Should today's cable televisica systems prcme to be effective means of

disseminating not only video-progreumsing;tmt data as well, their future value

to the medical researcherymsy. also be substantial. While visions of individual

researchers being able to consult wiAdl each otber over the cable system, ar to

retrieve research data on an individual basis, are premature, certain group-

based research appaicaticms may became feasible in tbe foreseeable term. For

example, the titles of new research articles, grozpkilby specialties, could

be periodically tranamitted directly to the bcces or &flees of medical researchers;

as could be selective articles and reports in their entirety. And, with the

advent of data feedback (i.e. signal-return) systems, aedical agencies could

pall cable subscribers in order to update health statistics ar, in emergencies,

to trace epidemic floes.

EMt the mast substantial contributica of cable television to preessicmal

medical activities inlikely to be in the area of continuing medical education.

Cmer the pest ten years continuingmedical education has become a growing

enterprize in the United States. Moro significantly, it is an enterprise that

has increasingly turned tcward audiovisual sedia as a. primary mode of infcrmation

dissemination. This gradual transition trot print and verbal forms of caimmnica-

tion to audiovisual. ones has occurred for a. number of reasons.

14
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First, much of medical information (e.g. diagnostic and therapeutic

techniques) is simply difficult to transfer except by person-to-pmrson or

through a dynamic visual nedium. Second, in relation to verbal instruction

and/Or live demonstraticess,
the audiovisual message, whether an file or

videotape,,overccoes the limitations of repetitive, space-bound exposition.

A speaker no
longer needs to repeat his message to audiencer after audience, nor

is his audience limited to a single locality Third, it has been assumed

that for certain classes of practitioners, an audicnrInnl.ftemat

could synthesize and condense the vulumes of printed medical information that

are available, thereby reducing the burden of information retrieval.

Finally, it has been hoped that audiovisual
prograsningwould sties/lte the

learning instincts of the isolated private practitioner more effectively

than a lecture or a technical article in a periodioll.

Not-all of these hopes and expectations, however, have been realizol.

Program production bss been beset with a complex of difficultiesrand emitting

distribution systems have not always proven adequate. Nost important, the

unaffiliated solo practitioner has not been reached. laml yet, it is precisely

this private pbysicianWho finds it scat costly and
tise-consuming to attend

medical seminars and conferences. It is he who is met liksly to be isolated

froa routine peer interaction, which is so vital to medical self-evaluation and

development. Aoi, ultimately, it is be and his patients mho are the main

victim of talses knowledge explosion in medical yractice and research.

Consequently, if cur existing medical resources are to be upenisled, new solutions

to the problem of delivering continuing medical education to solo ;cacti-

tionera.(who continue to constitute a majority of the profession) will have to

be found.
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Cable television way provide such a solaticei. It is molti-channeled

and can transmit upiating medical programs directly to the physician's hem

or office. But it is important to keep in mind that cable television is only

a distributicn system. In assessing its potential in cartinuing medical

educaticn, it woad be unrealistic to separate the qualities of the mediva

fres the organizaticnal and prcgreaming realities of the past. Mat folic:we

is a brief review of scow of these past efforts, particularly in the utiliza-

tion af aver-the-air and closed-circuit televisicn. It is only in the context

of this existing experience that we can begin to evaluate cable television's

pros:Ise for the future.

To reiterate, the continuing educatics field in medicine has beccrae a

manifold activity, including a variety of players, both public and private,

and zany who stand somewhere in between. A major ample of public, or govern-

mental,activity is the Naticnal 15edical Audiovisual Center, a member

agency of the U.S. Public Heath Service. BAC Is zinnia:1 over the past five

years has been to provide, cn a loan basis, a wide variety of medical films,

videotapes, slide sets, and other audiovisualaaterials to health institutions

around the ccantry. Serving as a natioral clearinghorse, it dissesimates the

programing of goverment agencies, medical associaticem, and private film

companies, as well am its am prcducticns. In the private sector, the Network

far Continuing Medical Education hts fulfilled a similes role. Sponsored by

a pharmaceutical ccapeny, Beebe Laboratories, it distributes a biweekly

video journal of three new films to scam 600 hospitals and medical schools

and apices past films available for replay. Other organizations, sada as the

larger medical sasociaticas, also distribute their own audiovisual prcgresing.

However, while a substantial proportion or hospitaleffillated physicians

are reached through the programs distributed by these national emcee, others

the solo practitioners and those at nom.subscribing hcepitals-bave remsined

isolated trot these .audiaviaaal forms of cantina:ft medical education. This
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fact has lead to the testing °fame local patterns of outreach utilizing

over-theair television. For example, at the state level, California's

Redical Television Network tranamitted.aedical programing through local educational

television stations to about 70 hospitals for &period of three or four years,

but the administrative, cost and schedzaizu; burdens of this systew proved

to be too great. ETV off-hours had to be used (e.g. noon break or 7:30 in

the morning); progress were screened only once; each hospital had to rent

a descrambling dsvice (at $7501 per year); air-tise (about 60 hours) cost more than

$20,000 annually; anion expensive receiver maintenance contract had to be

secured. As a result, the Medical Television Netwark is now the Medical

Media Network, and is acre satisfied with email distribution system, by which

it continues to provide both California and out-of-state institutions with its

16mm files, super-8 cartridges, and accompanying study guides-
8

Over-the-eir transmissions on ETV and cameerckal television have been

tried elsewhere. In same cases the medical progremeingbas gone directly into

the hame.9 But even when moderately successful, these experineets have

illustrated.the limitations of utilizing cooventional television for coctinning

education ;exposes. Malted access and off-hour time slots are simply not

enough to attract large numbers &professional viewers with agy degree of

persistence. Nor is it enough to support the scale of facilities required for

the production at quality programing.

I

i 8. This information was acquired by phone film Mr. Richard Getz, Executive
IDirector of the Medical Media Network.

I

9. Par experiences at the Universities of Utah and Pittsburgh and. other centers,
see Jerome J. &STU , "Television as an Educatimal Medina in Medicine,*

i The Journal of Medical Education, Vol. 41, No. 1, January 1966, PP- 13-15-
i A follow-up viewer survey four years after the inception of over-the-air

I Aim C. McGuinness et. al., "The Medical Television Audience of the New York
broadcasts in New York City (over' semicipal Chatinel 31) was reported by

1
Academy of Medicine After Pour Years," Delletin of the Was York Academy of
Medicine Vol. 114, No. 3, Nare.41993, pp. 332-45.

k.

Ar?
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There has been another approach to the delivery of continuing education

by television, which has not depended on over-the-air channels. Perhaps the

single, most comprehensive example of this type is the Louisiana Hospital

Television Network. Inaugurated in 1967 and state-fUnded, LEM now encom-

passes 17 receiving affiliates across Louisiana, including several state hos-

pitals, psychiatric institutions, and two medical schools. Pive of these

affiliates can originate programming and two, Louisiana State University Med-

ical School at New Orleans end the Earl K. Longlftzorial Hospital in Baton

Rouge, are interconnected for simultaLeous two-way video transmission. The

primary purpose of the Louisiana system ia to produce "programs dealing with

updated education for physicians, nurses, mental health, mental retardation,

10and ancillary personnel which make up the State Department of Hospitals."

Interconnection for the Louisiana network is provided by South Central

Bell microwave and cable lines at a special educational rate of about

$200,000 per year. This is a substantial outlay, but LBW programs nine

hours a day and the microwave circuits it utilizes are expandable to six

11
channels at only incremental costs. Programming for the system includes

replays of tapes from the U. S. Public Health Service, NOME, and other sources,

as well as those produced by its participating aedical schools. In addition,

one or two hours of live programming are presented each day, raaging from a

regular electrocardiographic seminar to a teaching conference on diabetes

(which patients are encouraged to attend along vith their physicians). And a
supplementary two-way talk-back systen is available for the live programming.

10. Wattiatlit Bbspital Television Network, informational brochure, State
of Louisiana.

11. The technical and cost specifications of the ME system were provided
over the phone by Mk. Lucian Stanley, Director of L. Additional in-
formation on programming comes from materials sent by Dr. Rafael Sanchez,
Chairman of the Subccsmittee on Television, LOW:slam State HOspital
Board.

. 18
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A similar system to MTN, but at the metropolitan level, exists in

Georgia. Originally called the Ccmunity Medical Television Gyatem, and

since re-named the Georgia Regional Medical Television Network, it operates

within a 20-mile radius of Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta on a

two-channe1-PCC-chartered Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS)

system. Since its inception, 24 hospitals and other medical

institutions (including Emory University Medical School, the Georgia Depart-

ment of Public Bealtb,and the Rational Medical Audiovisual Center) have

joined the network by acquiring their own receiving equipment at an average

expense of $3,000. Some 20 hours of predominantly live programming (i.e.

medical demonstrations, lectures, grand rounds, etc.) are presented over

the GRMTN each week. This is accomplished within an annual operating

udget of $185,000, which is banded by the federally-sponsored Regional

12
Medical Program.

These systems in Louisiana and Atlanta axe obviously approaching the

point of institutional viability in terms of their utility to users. The

ITT'S mode of transmission in particular is a highly efficient way of

reaching hospital-affiliated ptysicians throughout a metropolitan area.

The costs of such a gystem are relatively small (i.e. in cagparison to

leased lines) and its coverage substantial. Put the existence of both of

the systems is predicated on governmental subsidy and both are subject to

the deficiencies inherent in available medical programing.

While the number of sources of medical programing continues to grow,

none of these, whether national or bospital-based, public or profit-making,

12. Other medical IITS networks are in operation in San Francisco, Indiana-
polis, Milwaukee, Detroit, Houston, etc.

19
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has escaped one or another form of criticism ftam users and local distribu-

tors. Some of the existing programming is simply too esoteric for the gen-

eral practitioner with practical everyday concerns; much of it, like much of

instructional TV, is flat-out boring. /n other instances, the criticism is

directed at the generality of the films and videotapes being produced.

Programs are produced for a general medical audience, whose needs are actually

heterogeneous. What is detailed for the nurse may be superficial to the

specialist, and so forth. What is consequently required is a concept of

program production that is audience-oriented. Mt. David Glazer, Ddrector of

the Georgia Regional Medical Television Network, bas illustrated haw such a

c,ncept might operate, as falows:

"Take samethdnglike a surgical operation. What the
practicing surgeon needs is detail on the actual operating
techniques. For the nurses you have to place mudh more
emphasis on pre- and post-operative examinations and care
of the patient. The G.P., on the other band, also needs
afferent questions answered; if and when to refer a
patient to a surgeon and how to deal with him after the
operation. You need at least two, and probably three,
different tapes of the same operation, depending on the
audience. In another area, cardiac rehabilitation, we
plan to do a separate tape for the nurses, a separate 13
one for the dietitians, and a third for the physician "

An equally insurmountable problem has been that of knowing when and

where to reach the practicing physician, even given the best of programming.

Indeed, one quidkly gets the sense that a dialectic of vialssaky ideological

proportions goes on amcng professionals in medical television on just this

pant. Same assert, catch the physician at the office during the dgr; once

home, he's dead to the world like the rest of us. Others mould stake their

careers on the home-viewing evening hours. The only area of agreement is

13. Personal interview response, March 3, 1971.

20
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that new ways must be found to reach the practitioner where he lives or

works. Few argue that the central station concept, which has been adopted

both by the national programming
distribution sources and, to a more

limited extent, by local(e.gp TM) systems,is very adequate. Mainly, it

is not responsive to the costs (lost fees and overhead) that face the solo

practitioner who must fight city traffic and give up valuable time to

watch programming of only potential import to his continuing medical educa-

tion.

It is in this context of access and scheduling, that the potential of

cable television assumes undeniable magnitude. The hame-office dichotomy is

irrelevant to its adoption. Cable television can reach the isolated medical

practitioner at either place, or at both, with updating educational materials.

At the same time, cable television will not autanatically eliminate the pro-

zramming problems that have beset medical television in the past (although

it can be argued that the availability of an efficient hame distribution

system may motivate medical institutions to came to terms with some of these

problems more readily than would otheiwise be the case). Nut at a minimum,

cable television can provide a valuable additional litk between the nedical

programmer and his traditionally scattered constituency.

The provision of such a link, utilizing cable television, has already

been attempted by two of the organizations mentioned above. In 1969, Com-

munity Medical Cablecasting, a parallel organization to the Network for

Continuing Medical Education, began transmitting medical programing to

physicians in five eastern-seaboard coot:unities from Decatur, Alabama to

Ithaca, New York. TodAY, two years later, more than 700 doctors are re-

ceiving MCME's biweekW.medical journal on local cable systems (including

Sterling-Manhattan's). Eadh new video-journal runs for about an hour and

21
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includes three separate programming segments 4B well as four or five ad:lutes

of pharmaceutical ads. No extra chary for the NOME programa is involved

for physicians subscribing to the participating cable systems. The tapes

focus on a variety of topics, ranging from "Epidemic Genetic Disease" to

"The Doctor as investor," and are replayed a total of eiabt times during

t he two week period in evening hours. And, in the course of introduciAg

this service, CNC is testing both private (mid-baed) and open channel modes

of transmission, to deterxine corresponding reactions of physicians and the

non-medical public. In short, what we have here is an early initiative in

cable medicine.

In Lake Charles, Louisiana, the Louisiana Hospital Television Network

is eso Lroadcasting directly into physicians' nanes and offices through

a local cable system. Since LETS broadcasts from 8 a.m. to 5 n.m. each

weekday, the cable hookup is particularly helpfUl to those doctors who,

for one reason or another, are unable to view the LrTN programming regularly

at Lake-Charles Charity Ebspital, the area's only institutional receiving

station. The telecasts are received on a private (mid-hand) channel, but

in thim omme .cayment for the adapter (about $40) is the individual

doctor's responsibility.

Like CNC, the Louisiana network has started negotiating with other

cable system operators in order to enlarge its access to the isolated

practitioner. This has been done at least in pert on the prompting of a

recent survey committee, which reviewed the overall status of the Louis-

iana Hospital Television Network. A wider role for cable television was

specifically envisaged in one of the committee's principal recommendations.

It stated that:

" A drive should be mounted to promote and provide accessibility

of programs to private physicians and hospitals in the State.

It was our imptssion that not only have reativaly few Louisiana

physicians ever seen the programs, but many have virtually no

22
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knowledge of existenc of the Network. Cable television systems such
aS the one at Lake Charles represent an qcpanding and inex-
pensive avenue for achieving this goal."

Other public medical television systems are also seeking to extend their

services by cable television. The 1TFS system in Atlanta, for instance,

has started exploring this possibility with Cox Communications, the holder

of a local franchise. In the private sector, the projected Gridtronics

service of Television Communications, Inc. (a multiple-system owner) will

provide a special professional channel, carrying medical programming, when

fully-implemented in a year or two. Other commercial systems, such as the

prospective one in. Columbus, Ohio, are also planning to offer ::ealth pro-

gramming for general and professional viewers on a subscription basis.

BUt despite these few promising initiatives, current or planned, the

problems of providing continuing medical education over cable television on

a large scale Should not be lightly dismissed. As we bave seen, most of

these probgme art not bardware-related,but concern the administration and

productiontprogramming. In sum, cable tPlevision offers great promise toward

alleviating many of the distribution and scheduling problems that have

limited continuing education efforts in the past, but its effective utiliza-

tion will remain subject to the resolution of perplexing program production

difficulties. In addition, its full power will depend on advances in the

networking of Cable systems on a regional or national basis; unless such

networking occurs, whether by microwave or satellite, program producing

organisations will find it cumbersome to deal with a potpourri of scattered

local systems except, as at present, on a hig4y-selective, demonstration

beats.

14, "Import of the Survey Committee for the Louisiana Hospital Television Net-
work," Cele Groom, MD., Chairman: NOT,1570, p. 6.
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Finally, cable television's utility to the process of continuing mediou

education will, be subject to the constraints of campeting media developments.

Video cassettes and super-8 cartridge projectors, in particular, may sup-

plant same of the potential that cabletelevision offers. let, to some extent, the

emerging array of media alternatives may produce complementary rather than

exclusionary uses. Thus, a logical system of future media apportiomaent

might consist of the more specialized programming needs being met by cassettes

and the more general by cable. It is linlivfozr, Tor example, that cable tele-

vision will be the ideal programming delivery system for the neurologist or

bone specialist, but it may adequately serve the educational needs of most

internists, general practitioners, nurses and surgeons. Oolyietth the advent

of home videotape recorders, capable of duplicating programs for individualized

viewing,could cable television become the nexus of a medical library without

walls. In the meantime, it can extend many medical classrooms, which is

service enough.
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III. APPLICATIONS IN PUBLIC HEALTH EDUCATION AND INFORMATION

An additional area where cable television (as the medium is presently

constituted) could have a considerable impact is public health edteation. This

is an aspect of health eare that has largely been ignored in the past. And

yet, it is increasingly recognized that serving the informational needs of the

public is a critical ingredient of health-care delivery. To the extent that

individuals are well informed about organized medical services, and to the

extent that thpy are able to cope with health-related
problems on their own (e.g. in

nutrition, child care, chronic disability, family planning, etc.), the entire

health-care system is strengthened. The importance of cable television's potential

contribution to public health education lies in the fact that it provides a

video

relative]4y inexpensive/mode of information dissemination into the home. It is

the lack of such a mode, that has been at least one of the principal constraints

in public health education efforts to date.

In examining how cable television could be applied to public health

education, both of the above points--the need for better health education services

and current difficulties in meeting these needs--bear underscoring. Clearly,

even

in a more distant past, health education was not/perceived as a separate component

of medicine. Rather, it Vas part and parcel of the process of medical treatment.

The country doctor performed
both functions, as did, in_a sense, the travelling

tonic peddler or the hame-doctoring almanac. At same point, however, a break-

down in these routine
educational practices began to occur; one which today is

greatly amplified by the information explosion in the health sciences and the

complexity of medical ar.d educational organization. As a consequence, the burden

on today's consumer in keeping up to date with disease symptoms, the aftereff,-rts

of drugs, preventive diets, and medical prepayment plans, is enormous. And

the corresponding task of keeping the public informed on health-related

25
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matters has reached an unprecedented stage of diffuseness and uncertainty.

"Education for health," wrote the National Commission on Community Health

Services, nhas become everybody's business and no one's clear renponsi-

15

To be more spacific, there are at least three factors which undermine

our current ability to educate the public in relation to its health needs:

(1) the existing allocation of medical resources, (2) faulty approaches to

public health education, and (3) inadequate modes of distributing health

information economically to a heterogeneous public. It is the third of

these points that will be discussed in greatest detail in this paper, since

it relates most closely to the potential role of cable television in public

health education. But the context of this role will also be determined

by the first two factors, and therefore these will also be reviewed, if. .

only sumo:x.11Y.

The existing allocation of:radical resources has constrained the

development of an adequate public health education capability simply by

supporting a fee-for-service medical system. Because of this system,

the physician tends to concentrate on the delivery of inspediate treatment

rather than on preventive and rehabilitative practices. In turn, this

has placed the burden of public health activities on municipal health

departments, utich have been underfinanced and which, consequently, have

not been able to fill health eche!ation needs, particularly those of the poor

and the elderly. Coincidentally, while medical insurance plans, both private

15. Health Is a Cmity Affair Report of the National Commission on
Community Health Services Cmmbridge, Ness.: Harvard University Press,

1967), p. 63.
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and governmental, have extended access to medical
treatment, they tco have

not fteterei (with a few excepticns,
e.g. Kaiser-Pernanente)

significant
educational and preventive programs.

Finally, in the area of medical
researdh, very few resources have been expanded on the ccomunication of
research findings to non-professionals.

In short, one answer to improving
public awareneas of health-related

information is to reconstitute oar priorities in medical
resource allocaticn.

Another is to imprcme our educational methods. To quote a secondary refer-
ence, there are at least four universal " 'fallacies' that tend to decrease
the effectiveness of public health programs." These are sunmarized as fol-
lots:

"First is thetfallacy of the empty vessel' - the tendency to actas if no health measures or popular health culture existed and.to fail to build a new approach cm the punitive features ofwhat already exists
Second is the 'fallacy of the separatecapsule' i the tendency to set the boundaries of health actionin terms of cue's own beliefs and practices. Third is the'fallacy of the single pyramid' - the tendency to assume Mao-geneity of groups, especially within the artificially createdboundaries al cmels

administrative organization. Fourth is the'fallacy of the
interchangeable faces' - the tendency to Uweindividwa differences and persoo-to-person

zelationships.na°
Each of these fallacies has projected

campaign after campaign in public
health education to failure, ewpecially in pcmerty and blue-collar areas.
What they indicate are the thortccming

of simply "diffusing"
information,

which the health
educator considers valuable, to an indigent population.

Rather, what is required is a
comprehensive communicationa process between

the health service
delivery system and the population to be served. This

16. EdwarclA. Buchman, "Public Health," in Paul F. Lazarsfeld et al., eds.,The Uses al Sociolotrr
(New Itrk: Basic Books, 1967), p. 579. Suchnanis borrowing from Steven Polgar's

"Health Action in Cross-CulturedPerspectives," in Howard Freeman et al., eds., Handbook of Medical Soci-z Ognglewooi Cliffs,
Er.j.: Prentice-Hall, 1.M7.-
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process lust be two:in' in nature ander-at invoke not only new information

but also an und.erstanding of indigenous social and health practices, as

well as improved services.
The third factor whiCh has limited health education efforts in the

past, and one on which we want to focus particular attention, pertains

to the modes of information distribution that have been available to

the health educator, and which are inadequate. Take, for a moment, the

example of a public health nurse who conducts several group seminars a

week on venereal disease. While her service maybe invaluable, it is

not likely to have a visible impact an a population of, say, 100,000.

The personal approach is classic, but it is out of tune with todgy's

service needs. On the other band, existing approaches aimed at wider

audiences (e.g. lectures, pamphlets, films, etc.) have also proven to

be deficient. These appreaches are either too costly and too general

in inforMation value, or they place the burden of information acquisitlon

=the individual. The result is that those who need the information

most are also likely to be the most removed from it.
Intim area af television, health educators have utilized over-the..-

.air tammicamdZing primarily where andwhen the goodwill af individual station

operators has permitted them to do so. Whet stations alr a certain amount

of free public service announcements, many awl:dr-hare health:related.

And same have cooperated in local health campaigns (e.g. related to polio

or Dahill, vaccinations), but in midi instance the health educator remains

at the public-relations mercy of the station medalist accept sporadic and

off-tiaas time slats for his wipe*" massages. In sum, his flexibility in

utilizing television is highly censtraimed by the cost exigencies of this

campetitive mass msdirm.
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Nor is it entirely clesx how effective a short announerwment can be

in camennicating health knarledge to the public. To be sure, certain basic

health facts have been imparted. in this manner. Jaccb Feldman illustrutes

this point in The Disseminatial of Health Information, where he reperto

that, "Surveys co:ducted for the American Cancer Society show an increase

over the years in the percentage respcnding either 'yes' or *sometimes*

to the question., teculd, a person have cancer' without knaring anything was

wrrogr
17

Hut as Feldman also points cut, because mass TV campaigns lave

been selective in terns of the diseases they cover cancer'' ,

vD), there remain prevalent illnesses shoat which the public is virtually

18
uninformed (e.g. diabetes, ulcers, hepatitis). And even in respect to

those diseases which do receive spat coverage, the pragmatic questioc of

the value of knowing the symptcns of a particular disease has not been re-

solved.. Is infcammtion of this sort pertinent or is it so general that

it became useless to any process of self-screening? To know that *a sore-

ness in the chest is a potentially serials sign of cancer will prcbably

not motivate an individual to see a dcctor nnless be has more information

about the type of chest pain which cancer involves, its duration, spread.,

etc. And yet it takes time to impart this infcwiatiat; time which is ex-

tresely costly over existing television.
19

17. Jacob J. Feldman, The Disseninatici 'ar Health Information: (Chicago:
Aldine, 1966), P. 57-

18. Ibid., pp. 91 et al.

19. Oecasicoally the costs of a half-hear health educaticn prognen are met,
bat principally on educational tulevisica and principally !cc the pro-
fessional Timmy. 1Pcc maple, the author's casual survey of coe week's
proegemsdng in the 12-caarm1 les Tack metropolitan area prcduced: fear
hours (out of a possible 1,000 pins hours) of such health-relLaied
lartrardas

.

4a-
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Gil= this econcmic limitation to the utilization of conventional

television, and the :moss limitations at the other media., what are the

mays in mbich cable television mi*t be instrumental in improving the public

health education process? To answer ihis questim in ccatent terms, let us

begin by assuming a multichannel cable transmission capability to a sub-

atantial number of homes, and that one of these channels is allocated to

public health education. And let us allocate $200,000 as an annual opera-

ting budget to each urban community-with access to such a channel (or

roughly the amount it takes to progrma me hour of prime time network tele-

vision). Mese my be slightly unrealistic premises in that, even cn 60-

or 80-channel systems, public health education programming, my have to be

time-stared an a channel with cfturr uses. And it my cost somewhat mare to

programa community channel than is suggested.bere. Nevertheless, taken

together, these two premises allay= to imagine a new kind of televised

health service, which is only marginally reflected in existing applications

of the 117 medium.

What follows, at this point, are ally bYpothetical suggestions on how

the channel time eight be utilized. Undoubtedly, other specific uses could

be imagined, and many of the uses suggested here are likely to prove im-

practical, or of secondary importance, once the real-life effort to provide

a health education service an cable television is attempted. But the

samples presented min serve as an initial range of programing

possibilities, vhich can be tested.

For purpcees ar abstraction, let us label ore area of potential health

Programming health care assistance. It maid incorporate met of the

30-
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programing dealing with how individuals can help themselves in situations

of illness. Same of this propvumaing would be of general interest, such

as a series on drugs, including poisoning control, the acquisition of

curative drugs, and narcotics addiction. Other portions might be geared

to a marticular group, ftr
example, the elderly and

chronically ill, ad-

vising them an self-care techniques,
ar, the pregnant Immix, explainiug

pre- and post-natal care and early (4141A development. The format of the

programs could vary
depending on the intended audience and the proclivities

of the lccal producers, but both dramatic and expository approaches could

be tried.
A,call-in format,

stimulating questions and answers,

could be an ideal way of conveying a. miscellany of information on common

household diseases,
accidents, and general health

problems am a regular

basis.

Under preventive health programming,
another possible programme:Eng

category, basic practices in preventive health
would be explainei and demon-

strated. For example, a series on the preparation of lar-budget yet protein-

and vitamin-conscioux
meals could be of tremendous value to the ghetto

mother. A parallel effort in which a series °fp:roars= on pmeventive_dantal

health would be transmitted over closed-circuit
television (with receptimilwaints

local schools,
churchei and housing

projects), has already been proposed
20

by a health services center in the Watts
community of Los Angeles. With

access to a cable televison system au& prop:naming
caild be produced nct

only in dental health and nutrition,
but.in numerous other

areas of pre-

ventive health (e.g. hygiene, family
planning, sanitation,

mental health, atc.).

20. "A Proposal for Dental Health Edneatim in Watts," preliminary draft,

submitted by the Dental
Division of the South Central Multipurpose Health

Services Center to the Office of Health Care, Office of Economic Oppor-

tunities, August 28, 1970.
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And again, a variety of program formats could be explored, including film

clips, local interviews, panel sessions, and brief demonstrations by public

'health nurses.

The purpose of a third category of prceramming, medical Tractice

orientation would be to familiarize viewers with the intricacies of medical

organization. As Michael Crichton remarks in Five Patients !& person

visiting Europe can get better advance information than a person entering

21
the 'foreign country' of the hospital." More importantly, this lack of

knowledge about the organization of medical services is often a deterrent

to the procurement of the services. In short, programming dealing with different

medical approaches to patient treatment, with hospital organization, with

health-care financing and insurance, and with patient rights in nedical

practice, is as essential to any comprehensive health education effort as

ia the enumeration of symptoms or the principles of firat aid.

A fourth category of programming, community health information, is one

in which cable television's role could be particularly unique. Here am

attempt could be made to provide current information about local health

services on as continuous a basis as possible. Different program segments

might be devoted to different geographical sub-sections of the community,

atating the tines and places at which various kinds of health services are

available along with any special health-related campaigns that are underway.

This same programming might also become an excellent vehicle for acquainting

viewers with local doctors and public health personnel, thereby relieving

the psychological distance which often obstructs the meeting of health needs.

21. Michael Crichton, Five Patients: The HosTdtal Explained (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1970), p. 207.
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Finally, a health news program, cowering community medical facilities

and events, and possibly also relevant research or legislative develop-

ments, could be presented to the entire viewing
population cm a veekly or

mathly tesis.

While the above types of programing focus on different aspects of

the delivery af health services (i.e. self-care, preventive care, medical

practice, and organized health
services), an additiccal programming approach

could be devoted to examiniug specific diseases. Emphasizing
prevalent ill-

nesses, such cizt._:Esidisease
could be of interest to a signifi-

cant partica of the viewing
population at any given point in time. The

percentage of a population that has had acme contact
(directly, in antici-

pation, or by personal
relation) vith dilibetes, cancer, alcOholism, heart

disease, obesity, drug addiction or
gastrointestinal disorders

is likely to be at

least five ser cint, add in some cases as high as 30 or 40 per cent. cansequently,

the appeal and importance of well-produced programming
of this sort, re-

viewizig a disease fraz causes and symptoms to therapy and rehabilitation,

should not be underestimated.

To repeat, these programming ideas are not intended to be Mhaustive

but rather,
merely to suggest the different kinds of informational material

that could bebroughttogether by a ecsammity-oriented health education ser-

vice on cable television. *weaver, the success of sudh a venture will be

based as much on
presentation as on substance. If a traditional format

is adopted,
programswoUldbe developed as packaged, half- or one-hour aftg-

sorts ftr fixed time slots in a weekly schedule. On the other hand,

numerous innovative approaches could be explorel. One new format might
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consist of a medically-trained "disc jockey," who, along with a small pro-

gramming team, would coordinate the day's viewings (including information

about local services, call-in quewi:ions and answers, film clips, discussions

of health facts, news segments, etc.). This latter approach corresponds

more closely to the notion of a televised service versus the conventional

programming schedule, but, again, its viability is unproven and will have

to be demonstrated.

In sum, the most that a paper such as this one can do is to indicate

the theoretical viability of a televised health education service. Most

of the facts at our dis?osal about cable television -- its channel copi-

ousness, its low access costs, and its relative lack of dependence on mass

audiences -- suggest that it is a natural medium for a service of this

kind. But, at the same time, the medium per se will not educate the public

unless acccmranied bY appropriate programming. This means attention to

content relevance and digestibility, to program scheduling and promotion,

and to feedback from both the vieving ccumunity and medical professionals.

And it is also likely to mean same form of sUbsidization of programming

facilities and ptoduction costs though, as was suggested above, these may

be modest even compared to ETV budgets.

What continues to remain at issue, however, is where the health pro-

gramming, which has been hypatheticreily projected in this section, will

come from. Clearly; much of it could be produced locally at low budgets.

It would be locally-oriented and locally-developed. But ideally, this local

programming would be supplemented by higher-cost, and more centrally-produced

programs, for example, on major diseases and the universal aspects of
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preventive health. And yet, in the course of completing this study very

little programming of this sort was uncovered. This strongly suggests that

both goverment and the nedical profession will have to re-orient their

current programming efforts lathe health field in the future, if the clear-

cut potential of cable television in public health education is to be

realized. The present focus of these efforts is alnost exclusively on

professional needs; it will have to be broadened to include those of the

public as well.

If, in conjunction with cable television's development, such a re-

orientation doss take place, we are likely to witness the mergence of a

multi-tiered system of public health programing production. At the local

level, a public health channel or programdnig center would collect informa-

tion on local health services and events, and provide the communitywith

a variety of relatively unrebearsedluzgraming. This programming center

could be staffed withia a community health center or could utilize the

joint resources of several health organizations. Its activities would,

however, be supplemented in a number of ways. They would be supplemented at

the netional level by programming sources such as those which already mist

in the continuing medical education arm -- v.g. the Medical Medics Network

(California), the Network for ContimingMelicalEdncation (New York), or

the National Medical Audiovisual Center (Atlanta). These national sources

would produce public health programing:that is of "universal" relevance,

thereby freeing the local centers to concentrate on community-related health

information. Programming sources at other,intermediate levels are also likely

to become involved, particularly once the viability of cablecastingbealth

35
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information is demonstrated.. In a large metropolitan area, for example,

a dozen or more medical institutions and groups (e.g. hospitals, public

health depertments, medical centers, community health programs, county :medi-

cal societies, etc.) could each develop occasional programing in their orn

areas of expertise from medical organization to family PlIonn.Ing. And,

if properly coordinated, this projected mix of local, regional, ant national

programing sources could lead. to a balanced and resource-efficient system

of public health education.

It is further possible that a amber of health-related organizations

will want to utilize the cable system for more directed pxrpoees in health

education. For example, the practice of Mexico's Social Security Adminis-

tration and of several domestic hospitals (e.g. Camarillo State Hospital in

California, Salem Hospital in Massachusetts) to present televised instruc-

tional programa to their patients my be adopted by other hospitala in the

future. Both health and occupational programing could be developed spe-

cifically for this purpose, not only for bedridden . patients but for outpatients

as well (as is currently being planned by Grady )emorial Hospital,

Atlanta, in the area of family planning). And beyond pure hospital usage,

prisons, nursing homes and mental health institutions may also wish to inte-

grate televiaea instruction with cagoing rehabilitative progress.22

In the long term, as the technology of cable televisiin matures, even

more soWaticated applications of public health education could be attempted

22. A number of studies or the utilization of television in group psycho-
therapy have already been recorded, with generally positive results. See,
for example, Frederick H. Stoller, "Group Psychotherapy on Television,"
in Milton X. Berger, ed.. Videotape Technisues in Psychiatric Trainink and
Treatment (New York: Brnmer/)azel, 1970); or li. Tucker et al., 'Television
viirkefectivenetas of Closed-Circuit Television as a Medium In Treat-
ment of the Mentally 3:11," A.K.A. Arch. Osettlial. Otclarrns., 77: 57-59,
Jahuary 1957. For an overall discussion of psychiatric uses of television,
see James J. crder, The Manual of PsychiriVie Television: Theory. Practice.
Imagination (Ann Arbor: Wizard House, 1970).
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With tbe proper switching equipment, different programs could be sent to

viewers, grouped by needs or geography, over the same channel. Andes two-

way (signal-return) ccumnication beccmes possible, viewers will be able to

send information related to their health needs directly to the programing

source as well as to participate in certain form of "programed instruction."

This same kind of system might also be used to transmit facsimiles of printed

health information to the bame and, ultimately, to schedule hospital visits

or medical referrals on an individual basis.

Them last few items represent the long-range potential of cable tele-

vision (which by then will have became a mdsnamer) as applied to public

health education. Their specific programing s:_plications and related costs

remain largely unexplored. In the meantime, a substantially increased flow

of health education programming into the home tbraih cable television is

now lathe realm of possibiltty. If this possibiltty is fully realized, we

could begin to transform cur present notions of what it means to be a

healthy society.
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IV. APPLICATIONS IN BEAM SERVICES DELIVERY AND ADlaNISTRATIC6

The preceding two sections of this paper have focused on waya in

which cable '.elevision could contribute to the improvement of health services,

chiefly it terms of the current technologr. As a result, the uses which were

delineated have been primarily educational ones, relying on the medium's

present home programing orientation. There is, bmwever, an alternative

approach to examining cable television's health-related promise. This second

wirroach assumes that cable technology will become mach more sophisticated;

that current experiments in interactive forms of cable television and cable

data transmission vill eventually permit the developaent of a coommnications

utility; and that such a utility will not only serve the programming needs of

home audiences,but also the varied communication needs of our encumbered.

urban service institutions.

The role that such a communications utility could play in the area of

health services is twofold. At the most general level, it could help resolve

the principal structural dileama that our health-care system currently faces;

that is, how to decentralize its facilities and resources without forfeiting

the economies of centralized organization. And in specific terms, a comma-

cative utility could improve the system's capacity in a range of commications

oprations, which directlymffect the delivery and administration of health

services. Since the structural dilemma underlies these speCific uses, let

us first examine its relationship to communications technology.

The ccncept of decentralizing health services no longer needs much

elaboration. Its validity has been recognized by =serous health study groups

and, increasingly, by the sedical profession. In essence, what the concont

proposes is a ccolninity-based mode al health-care delivery as an answer to

38
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many af the problems inherent in todey's centralized, hospital-based medical

systea -- problems of acceesibility, of queuing (waiting; and referral), and

of assembly-line depersonalization. Indeed, the first signs of a decentralized

health service have already started to emerge. Az Gerald Rosenthal has

reported, "new organizational and institutional forms, such as neighborhood

health centers, satellite outpatient departments, and the like, are being

23
developed." These ccomunity-based institutions represent a clear alternative

to the stigmatizing environments of hospital clinics and emergency roams,

which remain the principal health-care cutlets forum,' af cur citizens,

particularly the urban poor.

At the smme time, decentralization is not necessarily a cure-all; it embodies

its own set af problems. Most of these stem from the economies of scale that

can be achieved in the provision of health services and that are absent under

decentralization. Particularly with respect to inpatient treatment, it is

simply more efficient to provide related primary and ancillary services on

a centralized. tesis. In othmrin7rds, the an-line organization of specialists,

nurses and technicians; equipment procurement and maintenance; effective dietary

and lffe-systems support; acccunting; and other functions can be performed

more economically at a small number of teaching hospitals than at shoot of

community clinics.

And. decentralization causes several other dislocaticns in the overall

health delivery process. Ptr instance, doctors become more isolmted tram

peer-interaction; and it is,consequently, more difficult for theist° stgy

abreast af improved medical practices. Moreover, specialized equipment and

personnel must now be allocated throughout the medical system, which, in turn,

creates new problems of accessibility and service definition. Ami the

adadmistration and coordination of a dispersed service system becomes an

organizational challen(e of often insumeountable proportions. There are, in

23. Gerald Rosenthal, "Health Care," in Soma& Beer andRichard Z. Barringer,
eds., The State and the Poor (Cambridge, Mass.: Winthrop Publishers, 1970),
p. 210.

9
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short, strong justifications for continuing many of our nedical services on

a centralized. basis. Axmlyet, decentralization is equally necessary if

existing problems of service quality and coverage are to be overcome.

This structural dichotomy is not wholly unsoluble, however. Furthermore,

it is the contention of this paper that new communications technology

and conceivably cable technology in partiealarcan play a very significant

role in resolving it. For it is important to remember that cammunications

systems (in ccetrast, for example, to stationary information tanks) do not

mile centralize or decentralize operations,but only link them. With the

advent ars, ccemsudestians otility, the centralized resources af a health-care

system could readily coegamment its decentralized services, and vice versa.

And different aspects of medical service could be organizel at different scales

of ;ovulation coverage in a entually reinforcing manner

What specific fenctions could such a coemunicatioms utility support? The

answer is many different ones. Same of these will be more administrative

than medical in nature, though still specific to the delivery af health services.

Some eill require video ar bard.copy equipment, others only digital trans-

mission systems. Still others arm difficult to classify, both in terms of

content and required communications capability.

To beginirkWi the last type, those difficult to classify, a prime example

is the development of a, unifiel patient record system. The recording and

storage of individual health records is partly an administrative operation

andel the same tine central to the actual treatment of the patient. In

addition, it remains unclear Whether this function could be iwproved in

the future thrcugh computer-based information systems ar through video ccmmunication.*

24. The tendeney is to visualize a computer-based, digital communication system
for the performance of this fenction. INt there are counter-wiling arguments,
based on lted instituticeal resources &Dieser flexibility, which suggest
that the video trazumission of existing, handeritter or typed patient records
Irwin the more effective soletion, all factors considered, to the storage end
roCrieval problem.
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What is clear, however, is both the ubiquitous and problematic role that

patient records pley in the ovganized delivery of hetlth services. In

the words of a recent study of communications needs in a major municipal

health department:

The problem of the rapid availability of patient records

throughout a health care system is an enormous one. This

is particnlarly true as basic outpatient serviess become

increasingly decentralized. Under these conditions a

given patient is very likely to utilize a number of health-

care facilities over time, either because of Change of

residence or because of the varied distribution of special-

ized medical services. Promiding doctors at different

facilities with the patient's up-to-dOe medical record

is an arduous health management task."

What the report subsequently calls for, on the basis of interviews with

the senior personnel of this department, is the development of an instan-

taneous and unified patient record system, with input and output terminals

in the numerous physicaily-scattered
facilities of the department. This

is only one of the critical functions that an advanced communications

system could perform in an urban area.

Once a system which interconnects
decentralized health facilities

is installed, its data-carrying cepacity could be adepted to numerous

other health-related needs. Management information systems for the schedu-

ling of facilities and appointments could be readily maintained as could

automated systems/for service billing and insurance charges. So could

special data bankgfcr researdh into the spread of diseases. And the

video or facsimile capacity of the gystem could be utilized for adminis-

trative communications, in both crisis and routine situations. In addition,

since significant progress has already occurred in the computerization of

25. Thiladelphia City llanniag Commission, "Telecceaunications Seeds for

Ahnicipal PUnctions in Philadelphia, Part /I: The Department of

lUblic Baalth," Staff Beport, Sovember 1970, p. 5. This planning

report WA dratted by the author of tbe ;assent paper, while epplqyed

by the PCPC during the summer of 1970.

41
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various medical fUnctions (e.g. in interactive diagnosis, electrocardio-

gram and electroencephalogram analysis, life system monitoring, etc.),

an appropriate communications syst,tm could ultimately make these operations

available to the coommulty health center as well as to the large hospital or
26

medical school.

Other uses to which suet' a uystem codld be applied relate very directly

to the actual delivery of health services on a decentralized basis. The

complementary notions of telediagnosis and teleconsultation, whereby

physicians assiut in the prescription of patient therapy by remote video

access to local health outlets, suggest not only what is possiblfthmt

what may be pragmatictily necessary in the transition from a system of

health-care that is predominantly centralized to one that is cannunity-

based. FOr example, in a detailed analysis of the current hogpittl system

of one metropolitan area (Cincinnati), JerrY Schneider concludes: "it

is clear that the present spatial gep between the supply of and demand for

hospittl services...is very great." But be adds that, "If a dispersal of

hospital facilities were begun now in Cinednnati, we estimate that some

20 to 30 years would probably be required to achieve_ a hospital
27

system that is patient-oriented..." However, an operational dispersal

of services, if not of actual facilities, could be accomplished much more

rapidly through tbe appropriate design of telediagnosis and teleconsul-

tation systems.

26. On medical cooputerization, see Charles A. Myers, Computers in
Basedllelds (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1970),

pp. 75- .
27. JerrYI6 Schneider, "Tbe Spatial Structure of tbe Medical Care Pro-

cess," Megional Science Research Institute, Discussion Paper Series
No. 14, Philadelphia, JUly 1967, pp. 49 and 52-53.
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A case in point is a new bealth program recently
proposed by New York

28

City's Health Services Administration.
Tbe idea behind the proposal is

to interconnect a
series of neighborhood

pediatric centers to a nearby

nunicipal hospital
with the help of two-may closed-circuit television.

It is envisaged, for example, that
under the new plan these centers, or

child health stations as theism presently called, could be open 16 hours

a day instead of the current two-anda-talf.
Seven times as many patients

could be served through telediagnosis and teleconsultation. And either

ty remote video or with added hard-copy equipment, patient records and

other medical data could be transferred to a storage facility,

facilitating continuity in follow-up services. In addition, because of

the greater volume
of service that is

projected, this system mould,

scam:riding to the
proposal, reduce unit service costs by ten to 30 per cent

over the current procedure.

Similar, two-way
video systems are already being proposed for tbe

delivery of
psylftatriclervices to prisms in New York City. But more

importantly, tar the purposes of this Never, sudh gystems have already

been tested through a series of demonstration programs. In fact, the utili-

sation of tmo-owey
television in medicine dates tack to at least 2964. 2b

vas at that time tbat the Nebraska Pepthilateic Institute in Omaha and

Norfolk State Mental Hospital, =idles soggy, mere linked together for

a variety of medical ccemunications
services, indluding staff education,

psychiatric consultation and diagnosis, televiendpsAlent visits.remote

ward administration and personnel training, and joint researld09

28. A. L. Levin, st.D., ana David Moor, "A Proposal for Conversion of

New York City Child Health Stations to
Tediatric Treatment centers

Using Closed-Circuit
Television," Health Services Administration,

New York City, 1971.

29. Beta A. Bensahoter,
"leati-Tospose Television," Annals or the liew

Iola _teas( vol. 1112, March 31, 1567, pp. k71-73.
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Other medical centers have also ieveloped twomway transmission facilities

for the remote delivery of health servicez and/or medical education and

research purpcees. These include the University of Kansas Medical Center,

Hitchcock Medical Center at Dartmouth College, the Louisiana Hospital

Television Network, and the Medical Center Hospital of Vermont. The Vermont

network, for exemple, which links two hospitale abcut a half mile apart,

was Initislly utilized ftr fluoroscopic eamminations and in radiation therapy

but has gradually expanded its range of functions. It is !amused to mmnitor

electrtcardiogrsms, microscopic imago,s, and electroencephalograms, as well

as sarg.cal procedures and teaching conferences. And in the future, the

system hcTes to serve two ccemmity hcspdtals, each about 40 miles away,
30

with supportive diagnostic and consultative resources.

Finally, the most publicized of the experiments in "telemedicize" have

occurred.at Massachusetts General Hcepital in Boston. There, under the

directorship of Dr. Kerneth Bird, two principal links have been establishei.

The first of these tied a remote medical station at Logan Airport to MGH's

emmrgenay roam. With the assistance of a nurse/cameramman at the airport

facility and of supplementary electrcnic instruments, Mag physicians have

providing counselling and treatsmnxt to more than 2,000 patients through this

system. Another link, between MGH and the Veterans' Administration Hospital

in Bedford, Massachusetts, some 25 miles away, has been utilized for remote

psychiatric services and for professional ccesultstions.

For the most part, these demonstration projects have been successful in

What they set cut to prove, namely, that problems af accessibility to medical

services due to tbe uneven distrlbuticn af medical rescurces could be salmmlated

through the utilization of twomweytelevisicn. As Dr. Raymond Mhrphy et. al.

concluded inapreliminaryevalnation at the IIMIAcgan Airport syatea,

olds mean 11 the . knowledge and skills af tbe teaching

30. ;Rim P. Timms, N.D., and.A. Bradle7 :. A " A. c>.

Television in a Teaching Hospital Complex, ;be JcIsmpal of the American
Medical Association, Vol. 201F, J. 2, 1968, pp. 117-75.
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hospital and medical center to remote as well as leas remote medically
31

disadvantaged areas." More specifies-11y, Dr. Cecil WIttson in assessing

the earlier Nebraska system points to two services, neurological evaluating=

and speech therapy, which due to staff limitations were simply not available

to patients at Norfolk State Mental Hospital prior to its linkage with the

Nebraska Psychiatric Institute. "It is in these situations," he concludes,

"where previously unavailable services can now be provided by combining the

capabilities of two or more institutions, that television presents particular

32promise to the medical profession. " And he suggests that the two-way video

linkage improved'both the morale and overall capabilities of the Nowfolk

personnel as well az permitted them to keep up to date with professional

developments in Casha--a factor whic.i abould ultimately assist such outlying

pUblic instituticas (whether in rural areas or in inner-city ghettoes) to

recruit and maintain qualified staffs.

Needless to say, skeptics have continued to doubt the viability of

providing health services through the TV medium. IWt in repcase to these

doubts, the pwactitioners of telemedicine have pcdnted to the detailed

results of their experiments. They have asserted, I'm example, that with

the adequate training of assisting paramedical personnel and with appropriate

ancillary equipment, "over 90 per ceat of the medical problema which present

themselves can be magaged bye telediagnosis system. "33 Asailvith a few exceptions

(e.g. gynecologic palpation), most diagnostic operetions, experience has

convinced them, can be practiced at adistance--includimg the perception of

physical symptoms and cardiac sounds, and the analysis of blood and urine sumples,

X-rays, or electrocardiograms.
Abst importantly, patient reactions to the

Raymond L.R. Mbrpay Jr., M.D. et. al., TeleDiagnosisg A New Community HealthResource, Report I, Messacbusetts General Ekspital, 1970, p. 15.
32. ADr. Cecil L. Wittson, "Nebraska Initiates Cross-Country TVPSychlatrY2aEducational Screen and Audiovisual Guide, November 1965, p. 23.
33. Raymond L.H. Marpby, Jr., M.D., et.al., p. 13.
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telediagnosis system have, they report, been overwhelmingly positive.
34

143.

The practitioners of telemedicine have also challenged a different breed
all that is

of critics; those who feel that an audio medium is/needed for remote consultation

and diagnosis. Tbis maybe true, they have said, but only for limited purposes.

Electrocardiographic data or pulse rates can be transmitted over the telephone

and symptoma can be verbally described. X-rays, on the other hand, are much

more difficult to deal with and the reMote analysis of blood or mrine.samples

is not possible except with tht aid of a telemicroacope. In addition, as Reba

Benschottr, who heads the Biomedical Communications Service at the University

of Nebraska Medical Center, points out, simultaneous two-way video communication

creates a psychological presence between doctor and patient which the telePhone,

even vith the help of a nurse at the patient terminal, can simply not duplicate.
35

If we accept all of the above capabilities and stxperimental accomplishments,

it is clear that telemedicine may play an important role in the health-care delivery

system of tomorrow. The intur4a development of telemedicine does, however, face

one significant hurdle; that of costs. For example, the cost of leasing microwave

relay lines for tht NPI-Norfo/k system involved on annual outlay of about $50,000.

The microwave transmission network proposed by the Health Services Administration

in New York City would cost $125,000 for a system covering four neighborhood child

health stations. And the overall development of the MGR-Bedford system has been

supported by a tbree-year grant of $340,000 from the Veterans Admimistration;

also not a paltry sum. While demonetration systeas justify these kinds of expendi-

tures, it is unlikely that vide-scale adoption of telemedicine will proceed unless

vows of cutting costa are found. FUrthermore, since tramme.ssion lines, whether

built or leased, constitute such a msjor expense, it is in this area that break-

through vill have to be made.

34. See ibid., pp. 9-14

35. Personal Interview response, March 5, 1971.
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It is these coat considerations that also raise the underlying question

of whether cable television systems can provide the health-related communications

functions outlinedabene. For unless a time-shared, nulti-purpose communications

utility tased on cable technology. is developed, there is no other easily

discernible alternative to todars high-cost and fragmented approach to communi-

36
caticms needs in health and other service areas.

tbfeatunately, no definitive answer to this underlying issue can be formulated

as yet. Inteneive research into the performance and cost parameters of cable

technology will have to be carried out befOre it becomes evident if a communi-

cations utilit,y for health and other uses is feasible. This research will also

have to examine problems of institnticcalimation, user attitude, and professional

ethics which may arise in conjunction with the remote delivery and administretion

of health services.

In the neantime, one can only point to a few premising signs here and there.

One is the judgment expressed in tbe Sew York City proposal fOr television-supported

child-heal that, were cable installed in the appropriate service areas,

this would represent the "least expensive transmission method.n37 Another is

some recent system design work completed within the General Electric Cempany,

which suggests that a two-way medical communications network can be compatible

38
with cable television.. If this is the case, than we may be on the verge of

36. It is conceivable that the Piurephome could constitute suchen alternstive.
However, the ultimate cost of the Picturephone, as well as its capability to
transmit alphanumeric data, remain uncertain. Its resolution is inadequate
for telmdiagnosis. &dirtily* a sophisticated, multi-yarpose cable television
system could transmit many-to-one educational or traininginograns along with
limited point-to-point services, it is unclear whether the Picturephcoe could
also serve this package of diverse !Unctions.

37. A. L. Levin, N.D., and David Otbmar, co.cit., p. 11.

38. Preliminary information frmelDr. Edwin Ianemerg, Medical Systeme Consultant,
-General Electric Company.
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V. CONCLUSION: ISSUES IN TIE INETZNENTATION OF TELDEDIC3NE

What are some of the genzral conclusions that can be drawn from this

preliminary review of cable television's potential to improve the delivery

of health services? They are, it seema, as follows. In a very positive sense,

we have found that the overall promise of the technology is sUbstantial. The

nultiple-clannel capacity of cable television can provide a new, video-program-

ing distribution node into thL hone, the doctor's office and the hospital ward,

the effects of which, though not easily nessurable, could have a considerable

impact on the health-care delivery process. The public would become more

infommedabout health services and nore knowledgeable about preventive health

practices. And, through continuing education and training programs, the

effectiveness of our nedical manpower would be increased. In addition, it

has been suggested that the limited accessibility and often depersonalized

mature of existing nedical care could be reduced through the development of

cable-based telemedicine systems, which would extend health services out of

today's congested hospitals and into the community.

These are important finding'. They higaliebt the fact that cable technology

can be brought to bear on some of the critical problems that face todey's

medical system. But, at the same time, a simple affirmation of these positive

finding" leaves much unstated.

It assumes, first of all, that appropriate health programming; will be

forthcoming as soon as the new distribution system is in place. This is a

significant assumption, particularly in the public health education area, where

both public health agencies and the medical profession remain, on the whole,

wedded to traditional and inadequate approaches, and unmotivated shout fOrging

LOW COOS.
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Another important area where communications technology can contribute

to our health needs is in continuing health education, for both professionals

and the clients of the medical system. Television's role here is likely to

be particularly vital, since much of medical information has a visual dimension.

Techniques of self-treatment, of diagnosis, or of psychiatric interviewing

cannot be easily transmitted by print. In addition, television can overcame

problems of literacy. These, paradoxically, beset not only the education4ly

disadvantaged but, in a different way, also the physician, who must wade

through dozens of researdh periodicals to keep up to date with Changing medical

practices; practices which could often be better demcnstrated on short film

clips. Finally, new caomunicatims tedanology could be instrumental in relieving

many of the delays in medical testing and referral that cripple today's health

delivery 'process. It is this cumulation of minor annoyances (e.g. a two-

hour wait for service, a faulty referral, a lost health record) or,

on the other hand, pbysical inaccessibility to health services, that is at

the heart of the medical system's inability to eclat with our currently recognized

health needs. Antomated screening programs and tel systems are

nascent steps toward the alleviation of same of these problems, but their

utilization is not as yet widesTread. Ntr has the range of communications

technology that could be applied to overcoming problems of access, referral,

and routine Checkups been ftlly explored.

HtpefUlly, the foregoing comments have served to sketch the case that

communications teChnology can be a valutble ingredient of an improved health-

care delivery process. The following sections of this powder will focus on

the specific pctential that cable television brings to this proces. However,

in reading these sUbsequent sections, two organizational maacepts should be

kept in mind The first of these is that communications teChnology, including

cable television, is most likely to be integrated into our medical system in

a piecemeal and disjointed feahion. This has been the pattern of medical
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utilisation of technology in the past, and, =leis expressly modified, will

probably continue to be in the future. The other concept is that of compre-

hensive health communications planning. It is a coocept with little tangible

identity, one which hospitals and nedical agencies are ally beginning to

consider. But particularly when taken in conjunction with emerging concepts

of how our health-care system should be restructured, it merits closer exmaination.

There are, to be sure, same distinct advantages to an incremental pattern

of technological adoption.
Discrete functiccal needs, for instance, are

ideaUy satisfied by a variety--fran a technical standpointof communications

systems. "In analysing intarnation processing needs," the Harvard-KIT Task

&cop hei stated, "the most productive tactic appears to te the development

of modules far specific inftwmation processing activities, allowing precise

identificatian of objectives and requirements.
e, Zn optimal (technical)

terms, the Same point could apply to a camunicatio6 technology like tele-

visicn, where aspirate systeus would be designed for separate foncticcs (e.g.

x*ray transmission, data display, and telediagnoels. Micreover, the incre-

mental approach is much acre adaptive to conventiceal budgetary schedules

as well as to user acoeptance of MiN technology. Bow does an administrator

fund a master overhaul of commnnications activities, and has does he convince

his employees that it is necessary?

But there are also significant disadvantages to the incremental swab*.

Tamar instances, different uses of a given technology can coexist on the

same system, leading to long-tem cost savings and to the development of still

MKWO flexible, multi-purpcee systems. In relation to cable technology specifi-

cally, a piecemeal strategy counted]. to capitalize on the technology's

pctential. Par exempla, only those uses of the mediumwhich ere immediately

discernible and easiest to inplement (e.g. one-wny and home-oriented uses) might

be tested, leaving the tech:nolo/gee "hidden" capacities by the wayside.

als===mir
5. Retatein end Wen, sal., p. 140.
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Again, these are straightforward concerns. The more of the above

franchising issues that are resolved postively, the greater the likliimpol

that some of the potential health programming uses of cable television will

be achieved. These uses, in other words, will follow incrementally.

By contrast, the situation is altogether more complex when one approaches

the question of how to implement the service-oriented,potential uses of cable

television. While the concept of a multi-purpose health comications utility

of the kind described in section IV is extremely promising, it remains subject

to numerous uncertainties. And these uncertainties are not likely to be reduced

unless large-scale, publicly-supported analysis, experimentation, and planning

comprehensive

is unslertaken. Sudh 8/process of evaluation would have to examine in depth

the institutional, economic, technological, and regulatory dimensions of

implementing telemedicine systems based on cable technology. What follows is

a summary of the issues which each of these dimensions incorporates, and how

some of them could be more fully explored.

First, institutional factors, though often the most difficult to asses,

are basic to an understanding of telemedicine's value to the performance of

health-related functions. It is in this context that we must ask if the intro-

duction of cossnunications technolosy will really improve health-care delivery

and facilitate tbe achievement of health stela (e.g. accessibility) or whether

it will only serve, as radical critics contend, as a subterfuge for increased

:medical expenditures and professional aggrandizement. In addition, we must

determine if tbe methers of the medical institution, professionals and admin-

istrators as well.as users, will respond positively to the introduction of

such technology. In practice, this will mean resolving several questions.

For example, are health organisations capable--in terms of manpower, information

prom= and supporting facilities--of putting the technology of telemedicine
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to its optimal use, or will special training and other programs have to be

developed? And correspondingly, how can the attitudes of users, concerning

the delivery of health care, be introduced into the design of new, technology-

based health delivery systems?

A second important aspect of the acceptability of cable gystems to the

health services administrator will, of course, pertain to the cost implications

of such systems. This is why economic analysis must accompany the overall

evaluation of cable systems for telemedicine. First, some clear-cut assessment

must be made of the respective costs and benefits of both simple and more

40
complex models of health caumunications utilities. In addition, determining

how much of these costs will have to be!borne by local bealth

institutions or other public funding sources (as opposed to those which will

be covered in commercial development) is a critical task. The economic hypothesis

that sophisticated health applications of cable television can be appended to

commercial zable systems at only incremental costs to tbe public sector verges

on tbe outcome of this determination. Finally, the extent of these added costs

and who specifically (municipalities, the profession, federal government) will

undertake then also remains at issue. Etrbaps existing programs in health

fecilities construction and educational media development vill finance some

of the increment, but additional goveznnent grants or new legislation meat also
41

be required.

40. A useful model of media cost analysis, incl-ding production, distribution
and reception costs, is providtml by Michael ,.. Sovereign, "Costs of Educe-
tional Media Systems," Series II paper, ERIC Clearinghouse on Mucational
Media and Technology, Stanford University, Jnne 1969.

41. For example in "Telemedicine: A Mew Health Informatica Exchange System," a
paper delivered at the 1970 Medical Services Conference of the American Medical
Association, Dr. Kenneth T. Bird and Marie E. Kerrigan, R.N., both of the
Massachusetts General Hospital, have urged that, "A seperate entity prObably
within the Department of Health, Education and Welfare be created and given
the authortty and fUnds to facilitate the emergence of telemedicine...[Snd
that] a massive government-initiated engineering program to transfer space-age
instrumentation and capabilities into telemedicino be started now."
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In order to adequately resolve many of the institutional and economic

questions related to the application of cable technology to health services,

a closer examination of the technology itself is also necessary. Ideally,

such an evaluation would be conducted through a series of demonstration

projects testing a variety of pdblic and social service uses of cable TV.

The health component of such a project, or projects, might consist of a two-way

telecommunications network, linking a city's or urban area's various health

institutions (i.e. pdblic health agencies, major hospitals and medical schools,

community health centers, etc.) for telediagnosis, teleconsultation, and the

electronic communication of patient records and other health data. The demon-

stration project would evaluate the benefits and costs of these "remote" health

services and would suggest the kinds of technical equipment and reqUirements

e.g.channel and two-way capacity, receiver terminals, computer systems, etc.)

that would support an area-wide, multi-purpose health communications utility.

In addition, the project mould assess the overall compatibility of the demon-

stration network with conventional "tree-type" cable systems; with other types

of cable systems (e.g. RediffUsion or loop-distribution); as well as with other

media, such as the telephone, ITFS, Picturephonciand cassettes.

It is the cumulative results of the above kinds of researth and demot3tration

efforts that will permit us, much more conclusively than at present, to judge

whether telemedicine presents a desirable and feasible solution to many of our

current health delivery prublems. These results will also tell us whether a

comprehensive system of telemedicine can be superimposed, technically and

economically, on commercial, home-oriented cable television systems. And if

the latter is the case, the results will also indicate the types of regulatory considera-

tions technical and otherwise, which should govern the long-term development of

cable technology. For all of these reasons, the value of a large-scale demon-

stration project is particularly relevant.
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In the meantime, both franchising authorities and health institutions

would be well advised to cooperatively explore and plan health service utili-

zations of cable technology. Otherwise the regulatory Challenge of cable tele-

vision will not be met in the best pdblic interest. For while cable television's

potential in the health services area is enormous, this potential can be easily

channeled away fram the pmessing inadeqpacies of today's health-came system.

Commercial programmers may produce health programming for cable television,

but only for financially-viable audiences (e.g. phymicians and not nurses).

Health professionals may also utilize cable TV, but primarily to promote

professional activities (e.g. research or pdblic relations) and at the expense

of needed pdblic health education. And city governments may benefit Pram cable

television by taxing its revenues rather than insuring that socially-valuable,

cable-based services in health and other areas are generated.

To encourage genuinely pdblic service uses of cable television, regulatorY

control is not likely to, nor Ahould, shape the medium's content, but it can

facilitate the realization of overall pdblic and social objectives. For these

objectivex to become manifest in the health area, and for them to be translated

into clear regulatory postures, the combined voices and evaluations of health

professionals, consumers, administrators, and rJublic leaders will have to be

heard. Otherwise, we axe likely to develop a syytem of telemedicine that serves

the interest of only a few; or no system at ail.
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"(i my," Mrs.Thompson said. "How far away is he?"

"Two and half idles," Dr. Warphy said, not looking

up from the cardiogram.

(Michael Crichton in Five Patients
describing Massachusetts General
Hospital's telediagnosis system.)

At the age of 30 Rosa Lee Welch had game North, having

never once laid eyes on a doctor, and at the age of 31

had still not had the medical vork-up she so obviously

needed -- mind you, atter a year in Boston's Roxbury,

after a year of living within a few miles of some three

medical schools and some hospitals tkat are the world's

finest.

(Robert Coles, "The Doctor and
Newcomers to the Ghetto," The
American Scholar Winter, 1971)
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